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Various kinds of distributed applications are realized by using object-oriented technologies.
Object-oriented systems are composed of multiple objects which cooperate to achieve some
objectives by passing messages. Object-oriented technologies are used to realize the interoperability among the applications. In addition to realizing the interoperability, it is essential
to make the system secure. The secure system is required to not only protect objects from
being illegally manipulated but also prevent illegal information flow among objects. In this
paper, we discuss role-based an access control model in the object-oriented systems and how
to resolve illegal information flow by using the roles.

jects and subjects. In the mandatory model,
the access rules are speciﬁed by the authorizer
so that only the legal information ﬂow occurs.
For example, if a subject s reads an object o, information in o ﬂows to s. Hence, s can read the
object o only if a can-flow relation from o to s is
speciﬁed. In the discretionary model 3),5),7) , the
access rules are deﬁned in a distributed manner
while the mandatory access rules are speciﬁed
only by the authorizer in a centralized manner.
For example, the access rules can be granted
to other subjects in the relational model 17) . In
the role-based model 8),16),19) , a role is deﬁned
to be a collection of access rights, which shows a
job function in the enterprise. The access rule is
speciﬁed by granting subjects roles which show
jobs assigned to the subjects.
The traditional access control models discuss
what object can be manipulated by what subject in what access type. The authors 18),20)
newly propose a purpose-oriented model which
takes into account a purpose concept showing
why each subject manipulates objects in the
object-based system. The object-based system
is a restricted version of the object-oriented
system where inheritance hierarchy is not supported. The purpose concept is modeled to be
a method which invokes another method in the
object-based system. In the object-based system, methods are invoked in a nested manner.
In this paper, we discuss how to incorporate the role concepts into the purposeoriented model in an object-oriented system

1. Introduction
Various kinds of object-oriented systems
like object-oriented database systems 2) and
JAVA 11) are widely used to design and implement applications. Object-oriented systems
are composed of multiple objects which cooperate to achieve some objectives by passing messages. An object is an encapsulation of data
and methods for manipulating the data. The
Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) 14) is now getting a standard framework for realizing the interoperability among
various kinds of distributed applications. In
addition to realizing the interoperability, secure
systems are required to not only protect objects
from illegally being manipulated but also to
prevent illegal information ﬂow 4),7),15) among
objects in the system.
In the basic access control model 12) , an access rule is speciﬁed in a form s, o, t which
means that a subject s is allowed to manipulate
an object o in an access type t. A pair o, t is
an access right granted to the subject s. Only
the access request which satisﬁes the authorized
access rules is accepted to be performed. However, the access control model implies the confinement problem 13) , i.e., illegal information
ﬂow may occur among subjects and objects. In
order to make every information ﬂow legal in
the system, the mandatory lattice-based access
control model 1),4),15) is proposed. Here, objects
and subjects are classiﬁed into security classes.
The legal information ﬂow is deﬁned in terms of
the can-flow relation 4) between classes of ob-
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where methods are invoked in the nested manner. Then, we discuss information ﬂow to occur
among objects if the objects are manipulated by
transactions with the roles. We deﬁne a saf e
set of roles where no possible illegal information
ﬂow occurs. In addition, we discuss an interpretive algorithm to check if an illegal information
ﬂow possibly occurs each time a method is issued to an object.
In Section 2, we present the object-oriented
system. In Section 3, we discuss access rules
and roles in the object-oriented model. In Section 4, we discuss how to resolve illegal information ﬂow by using the role concepts.
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2. System Model
An object-oriented system is composed of
classes and objects. A class is an encapsulation
of attributes and methods for manipulating the
attributes. Objects are created by giving values
to the attributes of the class. The objects are
instances of the class. A method of an object
is invoked by sending a request message to the
object. The method speciﬁed by the message is
performed on the object. On completion of the
method, the response is sent back to the sender
object of the message.
A new class s can be derived from an existing class c. The class s is a subclass of the class
c. The subclass s inherits attributes and methods of the class c. There is an is-a relation
from s to c. A subclass may override the attributes and methods from the class. In Fig. 1,
a pair of classes Clock and Alarm are superclasses of a class AlarmClock. AlarmClock inherits attributes time and setAlarm from Clock
and Alarm, respectively. AlarmClock also inherits the method show from Clock and the
other methods set and ring from Alarm.
In the object-oriented system, a subject shows
a user or an application program. A subject is
an active entity in the system, which can issue
access requests to objects. The subject manipulates objects by invoking their methods. On
the other hand, an object is a passive entity. A
method is performed on an object only if the
method is invoked. The method invoked may
invoke further methods of other objects, i.e.,
invocation is nested. Thus, relation of subjects
and objects are relative. In object-oriented systems, everything is perceived to be an object.
An object which plays a role of subject is referred to as client object. An object which
plays a role of object is a server object. From

inheritance

ring

Fig. 1

Class hierarchy.

here, subjects mean client objects and object
indicate server objects.
3. Role-based Purpose-oriented Model
3.1 Roles
Each subject plays some role in an organization, e.g., designer and clerk in a company. A
role represents a job function in the organization. In the role-based model 8),16),19) , a role
is modeled in a set of access rights. An access
right means an approval of a particular mode
of access, i.e., methods to an object in the system. That is, a role is speciﬁed as a pair o, t
of an object o and a method t meaning which
method t can be performed on which object o.
Only a subject s granted an access right o, t
is allowed to manipulate the object o by issuing
the method t. A role r is a collection of access
rights.
Let R be a set of roles in the system. In
the role-based model, a subject s is granted a
role which shows its job function. On the other
hand, the subject s is granted access rights in
the access control model. Here a subject s is referred to as bound with the role r. The subject
s is also referred to as belong to the role r. This
means that the subject s can perform a method
t on an object o if o, t ∈ r. For example, a role
chief is {book, read, book, enter} and clerk is
{book, read} in Fig. 2. A person A who works
as a chief in the company is granted the role
chief in the organization. A clerk B is granted
clerk. Thus, it is easy to grant access rights to
subjects in the role-based model.
In a role-based access control model, each
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Role-based access.

subject s can manipulate an object o by a
method t only if the subject s is granted a role
including an access right o, t. The method is
performed on the object on receipt of the request message. If a subject s would like to exercise the authority of a role r which s belongs
to, the subject s establishes a session to the role
r. For example, an object book supports a pair
of methods read and write as shown in Fig. 3.
There are two roles clerk and chief shown in
Fig. 2. A subject s can perform write on the
object book while a session between s and a
role chief is established. Even if the subject s
belongs to chief, s cannot perform write on the
object book if a session between s and chief is
not established. The authority of a role r can
be exercised only while a subject s establishes
a session to the role r.
3.2 Purpose-oriented Model
The
purpose-oriented
access
control
model 18),20) newly introduces a purpose concept to the access control model. A purpose
shows why each subject s manipulates an object o by invoking a method t of the object
o. In the object-based system, methods are
invoked in the nested manner. Suppose that
a subject s invokes a method t1 of an object
o1 and then t1 invokes a method t2 of another
object o2 . In the purpose-oriented model, the
purpose is modeled to be the method t1 invoking t2 of o2 while the access control model
speciﬁes whether or not o1 can manipulate o2
by t2 . For example, let us consider a person
s who would like to withdraw money from a
bank. In the access control model, a subject s
can withdraw money from bank if an access rule
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s, bank, withdraw is authorized independently
of for what s spends the money. In our real life,
the subject s can get money from bank for purpose of house-keeping but not for drinking. An
access rule s: house-keeping, bank : withdraw
is speciﬁed where a method house-keeping of
the subject s shows the purpose for which s can
withdraw money from bank (Fig. 4). However,
s: drinking, bank : withdraw is not authorized.
A role is speciﬁed in a collection of access
rights in the role-based model 8),16),19) . We extend the purpose-oriented access control model
by incorporating the role concept. In the
object-oriented system, methods are invoked
in a nested manner. Here, suppose that a
subject s invokes a method t1 on an object
o1 and then t1 invokes another method t2 on
an object o2 . Here, suppose the subject s is
granted an access right o1 , t1 . In one way,
only if the subject s is granted an access right
o2 , t2 , the method t1 can invoke t2 . However,
it is cumbersome for each object o to specify
which object can manipulate the object o. In
relational database systems 17) , the ownership
chain method is adopted. Here, if the object
o2 has the same owner as the object o1 or the
subject s is granted an access right o1 , t1 , the
method t1 can invoke the method t2 even if s
is not granted an access right o2 , t2 . Otherwise, the method t1 is allowed to invoke t2 only
if s is granted an access right o2 , t2 . Suppose
the response of the method t2 carries some data
stored in the object o2 . On receipt of the response, the data carried by the response may be
stored in the persistent storage of the object o2
while the method t1 is being performed by using
the response. This means, information in the
object o2 ﬂows to the object o1 through the invocation. The data may be brought to other objects by other invocations. By using the ownership chain method, illegal information ﬂow may
occur. In this paper, we assume that the system
is composed of multiple autonomous objects,
that is, objects have diﬀerent owners. Furthermore, it is diﬃcult, maybe impossible for
each autonomous object to grant access rights
to other objects since the objects are dynami-
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cally autonomously changed. In this paper, we
take an object pairwise approach where access
rules are speciﬁed for a pair of autonomous objects.
Suppose an object oi supports a method ti
which invokes other methods. Each method
ti of an object oi is granted a role ri =
{oi1 , ti1 , . . . , oihi , tihi }. This means, the
method ti is allowed to invoke a method tij
of an object oij (for j = 1, . . . , hi ). In turn,
the method tij may be granted a role rij =
{oij1 , tij1 , . . . , oijhij , tijhij }. The method tij
can invoke a method tijk of an object oijk if the
method tij is granted the role rij . An access
rule has to show in what role the method ti of
the object oi is bound to the role ri .
[Purpose-oriented Role-based Access
(POR) Rule] An access rule r: oi : ti , ri 
means that a method ti of an object oi is invoked in a role r and ti can invoke methods
✷
speciﬁed in a role ri .
4. Information Flow Control
4.1 Illegal Information Flow
In the role-based access control model, subjects are allowed to manipulate objects based
on roles to which the subjects belong. However,
illegal information ﬂow among objects may occur. For example, there are a pair of objects o1
and o2 each of which supports a pair of methods
read and write (Fig. 5). There are two roles r1
and r2 , where r1 = {o1 , read, o2 , write} and
r2 = {o2 , read}. Suppose that a subject s1
invokes write on the object o2 after invoking
read on the object o1 by the authority of the
role r1 . This means that the subject s1 may
write data obtained from o1 to o2 . The subject
s2 can read data in o1 even if an access right
o1 , write is not authorized in a role r2 . This is
the confinement problem 13) pointed out in the
basic access control model, i.e., illegal information ﬂow might occur. In addition, a subject
can be granted multiple roles in the role-based
model even if they can play only one role at the
same time. Suppose that a subject s belongs to
two roles r1 and r2 . The subject s obtains information from o1 as the role r1 and then stores
some of the information into o2 as another role
r2 . Here, information in o1 ﬂows to o2 .
As discussed here, write brings information
into an object while information in the object
ﬂows out by performing read. Hence, we classify
each method t supported by each object oi with
respect to the following points:
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1. whether or not a value of an object oi is
output by the method t.
2. whether or not a value of ai in oi with
input parameter is changed by the method
t.
The methods are classiﬁed into four types:
mR (out type), mW (into type), mRW (inout type), and mN (neutral). An mR method
t means that the method t outputs a value
but does not change the object oi . A display
method of a video object is an example of mR
type. An mW method t means that the method
t does not output but changes the object oi . A
count-up method of a counter object is an example of mW type. An mRW method outputs
a value and changes oi . A modify method is an
example of mRW type. The method mN neither outputs a value nor changes the object oi .
[Example 1] Let us consider a simple example about information ﬂow between a pair of
objects oi and oj as shown in Fig. 6. A role
r1 is {oi , t1i , oj , t2j }. Other roles r2 and r3
are {oi , t2i } and {oj , t3j }, respectively. The
method types of t1i of the object oi is an mR
type. The methods t2i is mW . The method
t1j is mRW . The method t3j is mW . Each
object has an access list composed of tuples of
role, method, and method type. A subject s is
now in a session with a role ri . Here, the subject s can invoke a pair of methods t1i and t1j
classiﬁed into mR on the object oi and mW on
oj by the authority of the role r1i , respectively.
Suppose the subject s obtains information from
the object oi through the mR method t1i , e.g.
display. It is critical to discuss whether or not
the subject s can invoke the mW method t1j
on the object oj after the invocation of the mR
method t1i on the object oi in order to pre-
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vent illegal information ﬂow. Here, the information in the object oi ﬂows into the object oj .
If the information ﬂow from oi to oj does not
violate the other roles, the method t1j can be
performed. A subject playing the role r3 can
carry information to the object oj but cannot
derive information from oj . Hence, even if the
information ﬂows from oi to oj , there is no subject who is granted an access right to derive
data from oj .
✷
We discuss whether a set of roles authorized
are safe or not, i.e., no illegal information occurs. Let R(o) be a set of roles which include
access rights on an object o.
[Definition] Information in an object oi possibly f lows to another object oj in a role r (oi
r
→
oj ) iﬀ
1. r ∈ R(oi )∩R(oj ), oi , ti  ∈ r, oj , tj  ∈ r,
ti is mR or mRW type, and tj is mRW or
mW type.
r
r
2. oi →
ok →
oj for some object ok .
✷
r
The relation “oi →
oj ” means that information derived from the object oi may ﬂow into
another object oj if some subject is bounded
with the role r. “oi → oj ” if there is some role
r
oj .
r such that oi →
r
oj ” is safe
[Definition] A ﬂow relation “oi →
for a pair of objects oi and oj iﬀ for every role
r  in R(oj ) such that oj , tj  ∈ r  and tj is mR
or mRW (Fig. 7),
1. r  ∈
/ R(oi ).
2. oi , ti  ∈ r  and ti is mR or mRW .
✷
Suppose some subject s is bounded with a
r
oj . If s manipulates an
role r such that oi →
object oj by an mRW method after manipulating another object oi by an mR method, inforr
oj ” is not
mation in oi ﬂows into oj . If “oi →
safe, there is such a role r  that oj can be ma-

r

Fig. 8

r’

Unsafe role.

nipulated by an mR method but oi cannot be
manipulated by an mR method in r  (Fig. 8).
Hence, if another subject s is bounded with
the role r  , s can get information derived from
the object oi by manipulating the object oj although s cannot access to oj .
r
oj is safe
[Definition] A role r is saf e iﬀ oi →
for every pair of objects oi and oj in the role r.
✷
It is straightforward for the following theorem
to hold from the deﬁnitions.
[Theorem] If every role is safe, there is no illegal information ﬂow.
✷
4.2 Safe Roles
In the mandatory model, every role is deﬁned so as to be safe when the role is deﬁned
by the authorizer. In the discretionary model,
roles are deﬁned by subjects who are granted
an access right to deﬁne the roles. Hence, roles
are dynamically created and dropped. We consider an approach for the discretionary where
each request is checked if illegal information
ﬂow possibly occurs by performing the method
t. Let AL(o) be an access list {r, t, type}
given for an object o, where r is a role, t is
a method, and type is a type of the method t,
i.e., type ∈ {mR , mW , mRW , mN }. An access
list AL(o) is maintained for each object o. For
example, a tuple r, t, type is added to the access list AL(o) of an object o if an access right
o, t is added in a role r.
Variables AL and OL are manipulated for
each subject s as follows:
1. Initially, AL = φ and OL = φ.
2. If the subject s issues a method t to an
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object o, the access list AL(o) is obtained
from the object o and AL := AL ∪ AL(o).
3. The object o is appended in the tail of the
list OL.
4. By using the saf eness condition to be
discussed later, it is checked if illegal information ﬂow might occur after the method t
is performed. If no illegal information ﬂow
occurs, the method t is performed and the
object o is appended into the list OL. Otherwise, t is rejected.
The list OL shows a sequence of objects to
which the subject s issues methods. OL is
named object list. Here, if an object oi is stored
before oj in the list OL, oi is referred to as
precede oj in OL. By using the object list OL,
the method t is performed on the object o if the
following condition is satisﬁed.
[Safeness condition] For every object oi in
r
o” is safe
the object list OL, the relation “oi →
for every role r which includes access rights on
✷
the object oi and o.
If the safeness condition is satisﬁed at step
4, the method t is performed on the object o.
Otherwise, t is rejected since there might occur
illegal information ﬂow from some object in OL
to the object o after the method t is performed.
Even if some subject derives information from
the object oj , the subject cannot obtain information of oi unless the subject is granted an access right to manipulate oi . In this algorithm,
the safeness condition is checked for a subject s
each time the subject s issues a method. It depends on a sequence of methods, i.e., the object
list OL whether or not the safeness condition is
satisﬁed. For example, suppose the subject s
performs an mW method t1j on an object oj
before an mR method t1i on another object oi .
Suppose there is a role r  including an access
right oj , tj  where tj is an mR method. Here,
r
oj ” is not safe accorda ﬂow relation “oi →
ing to the deﬁnition because there is a possibility that the illegal information ﬂow occurs as
shown in Fig. 9 (1). However, there is no information ﬂow from oi to oj since s manipulates oj
before oi (Fig. 9 (2)). Thus, even if some role is
not safe, illegal information ﬂow does not occur
if every method is performed according to the
algorithm.
It is straightforward for the following theorem
to hold from the deﬁnitions.
[Theorem] If every method is performed according to the algorithm, no illegal information
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ﬂow occurs.
✷
In the algorithm presented here, an access list
AL and object list OL are manipulated to check
the safeness condition each time a method is
performed on an object. The more number of
methods a subject s performs, the larger AL
and OL are getting. This implies larger computation overhead. On the other hand, some
methods are allowed to be performed according
to the algorithm even if a set of roles are not safe
as shown in the theorem. Thus, more number
of methods can be performed by using the algorithm. There is some tradeoﬀ between number
of methods which can be performed and the
performance overhead. We are now evaluating
the performance of the algorithm and would like
to present it in another paper.
5. Concluding Remarks
This paper presented an access control model
for object-oriented systems with role concepts.
Roles are higher level representation of access
control models. We deﬁned a role concept to
mean what method can be performed on which
object. Roles are incorporated in the purposeoriented model. Furthermore, we discussed how
to control information ﬂow through roles. We
deﬁned a set of safe roles where no illegal information ﬂow possibly occurs. We presented the
safeness condition to decide whether the roles
are safe or not. We also presented the interpretive algorithm to check if each method could be
performed, i.e., illegal information ﬂow possibly occurs after the method is performed. By
using the algorithm, some methods can be performed depending on in which order a subject
performs the methods even if the methods are
not allowed to be performed due to the unsafeness of the roles. We are at present evaluating
the algorithm presented in this paper.
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members.
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